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ABSTRACT 

The focus of this project is for pet lover to give their pets meals on time while 

they cannot give. This will ensure their pet will stay healthy and get enough meals. 

Nowadays, people are very busy to find money to survive in this era. Today, human 

are working at day and night so, they have no time to do any recreational activities. 

For example, spend time with family and also time with their pets. But what we can 

see, there are many among us are animals lover such as rabbits, cats and dogs. 

However, with the condition that busy, they forget their responsibilities towards their 

pets including member eat at the right time. This causes them to grow pet's health is 

not healthy. 

This project is about to give pet their meals on time while their owner cannot give. 

This will ensure their pet will stay healthy and get enough meals 

In this project, we can help animal lover to feed their pet in right time. This is 

because our project can make human work easier. Pet lover just need to prepare the 

food to refill the food if container finished once a days. Next, this pet food feeder are 

a great solution to feed your pet when you are away from house for example going to 

holiday, outstation. Our project can train your pet to be independent to find their own 

food. For example your pet just have to eat their food on their own bowl. Finally, this 

system performance be evaluated by comparing performance data to the theoretical. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.lBACKGROUNDSTUDY

Nowadays, people are very busy to find money to survive in this era. Today, 

human are working at day and night so, they have no time to do any recreational 

activities. For example, spend time with family and also time with their pets. But what 

we can see, there are many among us are animals lover such as rabbits, cats and dogs. 

However, with the condition that busy, they forget their responsibilities towards their 

pets including member eat at the right time. This causes them to grow pet's health is not 

healthy. 

This project is about to give pet their meals on time while their owner cannot 

give. This will ensure their pet will stay healthy and get enough meals. They just need 

to set the timer for the meal. The weight sensor will sense the weight in the bowl to 

make sure the meal that been provided has been eaten by pet. If the weight meals in the 

bowl keep constant, the machine will stop provide give meal for that time and skip it. 

In this project, we can help animal lover to feed their pet in right time. This is 

because our project can make human work easier. Pet lover just need to prepare the food 

to refill the food if container finished once a days. Next, this pet food feeder are a great 

solution to feed your pet when you are away from house for example going to holiday, 

outstation. Our project can train your pet to be independent to find their own food. For 

example your pet just have to eat their food on their own bowl. 
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